
 

Content Migration 
Eliminate. Migrate. Populate. 

CONTENT MIGRATION is the process of building the various pages of information comprising your 
new Blackboard Web Community Manager (Bb WCM) website. While each district approaches content 
migration differently, the following guidelines may aid in developing a solid migration process for yours. 
 
Evaluate Existing Content 

Begin the migration process by evaluating current content to determine what is relevant and what is 
outdated. We can provide you with a pre-formatted spreadsheet to help organize that effort.  
 
Build Migration Team 

Content migration is not complex, but is labor intensive. If possible, identify additional staff to assist 
with migrating/moving content; create user accounts and assign editorial privileges as needed: 
• Owners - Authorized to make decisions on the disposition of content (kept, deleted, etc.)  
• Reviewers - Review and approve content as it moves through the process 
• Builders - Responsible for copy/pasting content that has been reviewed. 

   

Create Migration Workflow 

The migration workflow is the set of dispositions or statuses through which each piece of content will 
move. Once created, the migration team may then review and become comfortable with the sequence 
of statuses comprising your workflow. Common workflow dispositions are: 
• KEEP (AS IS) – Keep legacy content without modification, and in the same location 
• KEEP (MOVE) – Keep legacy content without modification, but move it to a new location 
• KEEP (MODIFY) – Keep legacy content in the same location, but with changes to the content itself 
• PURGE/HIDE – Do not migrate the content / deposit content into a “vault” or hidden page  

 

Build Website Structure 

Before the migration team may begin moving content from your previous website to your new Bb WCM 
website, they’ll need to know where to place that content. Create the horizontal navigation menus 
(“Channels”), sub-menus of related content (“Sections”) and, if desired, the default page layouts 
(“Section Configurations”) for departments, teacher pages, etc. Once a structure is in place, the 
migration may begin in earnest. 
 

Assign Content and Due Dates 

With your existing content listed, your migration team in place, and the workflow and website structure 
established, you may now assign the various pages of content to each team member, along with a 
timeline for completion. 
 



 

Content Migration 
Eliminate. Migrate. Populate. 

BEST PRACTICE: Preserve Now, Purge Later 

Responsible content migration goes beyond eliminating or relocating content, to include preserving it. 
 
The content migration phase is an excellent opportunity to clean up your site, and eliminate outdated 
and unused content. However, it’s equally important to balance cleaning up old content with omitting 
potentially critical content that may be needed later. 
 

Balance! 

Allocating time to work on content migration among other important district projects can be a challenge. 
Key to the process is avoiding the trap of spending too much time deciding whether – or not - to include 
an area of content. Balance will need to be maintained between:  
 

“We need to clean up our site” (Delete everything) 
-vs- 

“We need to make sure we don’t lose important content.” (Save everything) 
 

With those opposing priorities in mind, the following tips may be helpful:  
• Hide It: During training you will learn about restricting the visibility of content on your Bb WCM 

website. This feature is useful during content migration, allowing you to keep possibly valuable 
content, move forward with migration, and have more involved conversations around uncertain 
content later.  

 

• Create a “Vault”: You may wish to create a ‘general purpose’ hidden channel or section to 
contain content you aren't immediately sure of where to place, but don’t want to delete. 

 

• 30 Second Rule: Try to avoid spending too much time deciding on whether to keep a given 
piece of content. When in doubt - migrate it and hide it. It’s not uncommon for content 
considered out of date to be needed later as historical reference, or as a template. Districts do 
report they find migration less stressful when they know they can save content, and make 
decisions later about deleting it. Keep the migration moving! 

Basic Migration Steps 

Select Source Content: From your previous website, choose an area to migrate (e.g. About Us, etc.). 
Copy or download the content to prepare for uploading to your Bb WCM. 

Determine Disposition: Utilize the migration workflow and other instructions to identify (1) where to 
place the content (channels/sections), (2) any modifications required (3) its status, e.g. keep, hide, etc. 

Add to Target: Copy or upload the content to the desired location on your Bb WCM site. 


